
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

In times of ___________________ prosperity there has been a tendency to
over-speculation on several occasions since then.
1.

(commercial/great)
great commercial

A ___________ flush rose to Marcella's face.2. (dull/red)dull red

Our wanderings from place to place afforded us ________________
experiences and quite as many hardships and misfortunes.
3.

(pleasant/many)
many pleasant

She is the best of friends, they say, but can she love anybody, as so
_____________ women do, or seem to?
4.

(many/other)many other

What havoc and destruction a ____________ hours had wrought.5.
(few/short)

few short

Her ______________ eyes were rolling in astonishment.6. (large/brown)large brown

There was nothing special in the ceiling beyond a shadow as of a
_____________ coffin.
7.

(huge/black)huge black

There are no ________________ epics or ballads.8. (ancient/Irish)ancient Irish

The boy knelt down for a few minutes, and repeated to himself a
_____________ words.
9.

(formal/few)few formal

It is the ___________ story everywhere.10. (old/same)same old

Whether her friends believed the wonderful tale of her adventures I
cannot tell; but I know that she was a ______________ housekeeper from
that day, and made such good bread that other girls came to learn of her.

11.

(little/nice)

nice little

His _____________ policy, however, gave him much anxious thought.12.
(future/own)

own future

Those gentlemen considered that the symptoms were very unusual and
interesting; the case must be carefully watched, for it throws a light on several
obscure and rather _______________________ problems.

13.

(scientific/important)
important scientific
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_______________ facts with respect to the colour and size of flowers
could be given.
14.

(many/similar)
Many similar

To lie in the _____________ earth, with the grasses waving above one's
head, and listen to silence.
15.

(brown/soft)
soft brown

A ____________ stream glimmered from the green plains.16. (blue/deep)deep blue

The pearls alone are _____________ kingdoms.17. (many/worth)worth many

___________________ characters are highly variable, and such
characters differ much in the species of the same group.
18.

(sexual/secondary)
Secondary sexual

The sea water is admitted into ___________ tanks.19. (open/big)big open

Her work consists of ___________________ matters, which being done
her time is her own; and if she have skill and address in the management of
her duties, she may secure many leisure hours.

20.

(definite/certain)

certain definite
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